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The Aroles
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Focus on Training Women Village Workers
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Small 40-Bed Hospital
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Nurses Took over Hospital Services
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Water: Severe Problem
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Bringing Bore Hole Water System to Dalit Areas
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Young Men Running Feeding Centers
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Mabelle Rearranges Feeding Cross Castes
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Children Enjoy Being Together at Feeding Center
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Village Welfare Workers: Watches for Graduation
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Intensive Mentoring with Frank Discussion
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Going out to Visit VWW with Equipment
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Child Literate to Help
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More Enthusiasm
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Once Monthly for Two Days: all VHWs in for Retraining
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Great Impact in Change of Caste Culture
Handicrafts: Self Sufficient
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Aroles: Told It Was Time for them to Go Elsewhere
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Expansion to Bhandardara by Jamkhed VWW
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Job Already Done: Buying Own Bus Tickets
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What Shall We Do Now—International Training Courses
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Doctors Trained by Village Women Getting Awards
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The Aroles
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